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The conference originated as a special track on generative programming from the Smalltalk and Java in Industry and ucation Conference (STJA), organized by the working group "Generative and Component-Based Software Engineering"
of the "Gesellschaft fur Â¨ Informatik" FG "Object-Oriented Software Engineering.".

Springer, Lecture notes in computer science ; Vol. All rights are reserved, whether the whole or part of the
material is concerned, specifically the rights of translation, reprinting, re-use of illustrations, recitation,
broadcasting, reproduction on microfilms or in any other way, and storage in data banks. Duplication of this
publication or parts thereof is permitted only under the provisions of the German Copyright Law of September
9, , in its current version, and permission for use must always be obtained from Springer-Verlag. Violations
are liable for prosecution under the German Copyright Law. These developments require us to constantly
search for new approaches to increase the productivity and quality of our software development and to
decrease the cost of software maintenance. Generative and component-based technologies hold considerable
promise with respect to achieving these goals. GCSE constituted another important step forward and provided
a platform for academic and industrial researchers to exchange ideas. These proceedings represent the third
conference on generative and component-based software engineering. Based on careful review by the program
committee, 14 papers were selected for presentation. I would like to thank the members of the program
committee, all renowned experts, for their dedication in preparing thorough reviews of the submissions. In
association with the main conference, there will be two workshops, i. Planning, Managing, and Modeling. I
thank the organizers of YRW, i. Kai Boellert, Detlef Streitferdt, Dirk Heuzeroth, Katharina Mehner, and
Stefan Hanenberg, for their initiative to bring young researchers together and to provide them with feedback
from senior members of our community. I am also grateful to Klaus Schmid and Birgit Geppert for their
initiative to organize the product line engineering workshop. Software product lines provide a quickly
developing and succesful approach to intra-organizational component-based software development that
deserves much attention. I am honoured that they accepted the invitation and thank them for their contribution
to GCSE Finally, I wish to thank all those who worked hard to make this third conference happen, especially
the authors and the Netobjectday organizers. I hope you will enjoy reading the GCSE contributions!
ObjectDays conference and held in Erfurt, Germany, September Executive Committee Program Chair: This
paper characterizes various categories of reuse technologies in terms of their underlying architectures, the
kinds of problems that they handle well, and the kinds of problems that they do not handle well. In the end, it
describes their operational envelopes and niches. The emphasis is on generative reuse technologies. These two
dimensions are typically opposed to each other. In the course of this analysis for each technology niche, I will
describe the key elements of the technology e. While I make no effort to cover all or even much of the specific
research in these areas, I will identify some illustrative examples. Finally, I will summarize the strengths and
weaknesses of the technologies in each niche. They include such categories as functions, Object Oriented
classes, generic functions and classes, frameworks, and COM-like middleware components. They often
exhibit serious reuse flaws such as inadequate performance, missing functionality, inadequately populated
libraries, etc. They succeed well in a few sub-niches. Such components trade customized fit and wide scale
reusability for high programming leverage. They cannot be used in a lot of J. Biggerstaff applications but
when they can be used, they significantly reduce the programming effort. The second successful sub-niche is
smaller-scale components e. While performance is a typical problem of concrete component reuse, it is often
avoided in this sub-niche because of the nature of the domain. For example in the UI, relatively poor
performance is adequate because the computational overhead of the one-size-fits-all componentry is masked
by other factors such as human response times. Further, domains in this sub-niche are often defined by
standards e. This sub-niche trades performance degradation which may be masked for high levels of
customization and substantial programming leverage within the domain of the sub-niche. The proportion of
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the application falling outside the sub-niche domain receives little or no reuse benefit. The third successful
subniche is where standards have been so narrowly defined that one-size-fits-all components are satisfactory.
The weakness of this sub-niche is the shelf life of the componentry since their reusability declines as the
standards on which they are based are undermined by change. Communications protocols are a good example
of this sub-niche. A serious weakness of concrete component reuse is caused by the restrictions of
conventional programming languages CPLs. CPLs force early specificity of designs e. This forcing of early
specificity reduces the opportunities for reuse. To address this difficulty, technologies have been developed to
custom tailor the fit by generating custom components from compositions of more primitive building blocks
that capture features orthogonal to the programming constructs e. Representative of this approach is GenVoca
[1]. GenVoca, for example, provides components from which frameworks of several related classes can be
constructed layer by layer e. Each layer represents a feature that will customize the classes and methods of the
framework to incorporate that feature. Thus, one layer might define how the collection is shared e. This allows
a fair bit of customization of the detailed framework design while the higher levels of the application i. This
strategy works well in niches where the part of the application behind the interfaces varies over such features
while the central application core is generic with respect to the features. For example, different operating
systems, middleware, and A Characterization of Generator and Component Reuse Technologies 3 databases
often induce such interface-isolated variation within application classes. The feature-induced variations in the
generated components are largely a local phenomenon that does not induce too much global variation in the
application as a whole nor too much interdependence among distinct features. Such reuse strategies are
fundamentally based on substitution and inlining paradigms that refine components and expressions by local
substitutions with local effects. Their shortcomings are that global dependencies and global reorganizations
are either not very effective or tend to reduce the optimality of fit introduced by using feature-based layers. If
the architectures vary more broadly or globally than such features can deal with, other approaches are
required. Recent work [2, 10] attempts to extend the method to allow greater levels of application
customization by further factoring the layers into yet smaller components called roles. Roles can be variously
composed to effect greater parameterization of the classes and methods comprising the layers. Fundamentally,
role-induced variations manifest themselves as 1 inheritance structure variations and 2 mixin-like variations
and extensions of the classes and methods comprising the layers. The main weakness of composition-based
generators is the lingering problem of global inter-component dependencies and relationships, a problem that
is amplified by the fact that the specification languages are largely abstractions of conventional programming
languages CPLs. That is, the control and data structures of CPLs predominate in the specifications. While
these structures may be ideal for computation, they are often ill suited for specification. Specifications are
easiest to compose, transform and manipulate when they have few or no dependencies on state information, on
computational orderings, and on other CPL structures that are oriented to Von Neumann machines.
Unfortunately, the abstracted CPL component specifications of this niche induce global dependencies that
require globally aware manipulation of the programs, a task that is fundamentally hard to do. These global
dependencies often require the structure of the generated application to be manipulated in ways e. Such
dependencies often require highly customized application reorganizations or reweavings that occur after the
composition step is completed. Such manipulations are not easily accomplished on program language-based
components that are assembled by simple composition and inlining strategies even on those PL components
that are somewhat abstracted. For example, a DSL may have domain operators with implicit iteration
structures that can be combined and optimized in an infinity of problem specific ways late in the generation
process. In contrast, CPLs are biased toward explicit expression of iterations, which limits the level of feasible
customization and forces the component builder to make early and overly specific design choices. In 4 Ted J.
PD generators divide the world into domains each of which has its own minilanguage e. The minilanguages
are typically prescriptive i. The generation paradigm is based on rules that map from program parts written in
one or more mini-domain language into lower level mini-languages recursively until the whole program has
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been translated into the lowest level mini-domain of some conventional programming language e. Between
translation stages, optimizations may be applied that reorganize the program for performance. These
techniques achieve significantly greater degrees of custom component fit for the target application i. However,
the cost is sometimes reduced target program performance because while the rules that reorganize and
optimize the program at each stage can, in theory, find the optimal reorganization, the search space is often
very large. So in practice, target program performance is sometimes compromised. Nevertheless, there are
many application domains for which the performance degradation is not onerous or may be an acceptable
tradeoff for the vastly increased programming leverage. The tags anticipate optimizations that are likely to
succeed once the program is finally translated into a form closer to a conventional programming language.
They allow optimization planning to occur in the problem domain and execution of the optimizations to occur
in the programming domain. They reorganize the target program for high performance execution and do so
without engendering the large search spaces that pure pattern-directed generators often do. Fundamentally,
AOG allows the separation of the highly generic, highly reusable elements of an application from the
application specific, not so reusable elements. AOG provides methods to weave these generic and application
specific elements together into a high performance form of the application program. This approach recognizes
that an application program is an integration of information from many sources. Some information is highly
general and in principle applicable to many specific application programs that fall into the same product line
of software e. Further, one can define specializations of this conceptual relationship that account for various
kinds of pay, various kinds of employees e. Such relationships are highly reusable but, of course, they are not
yet code. That is, they are not directly reusable constructs. In general, they cannot be cast directly into
acceptable code by simple substitution paradigms e. For example, several of the data fields may or may not
come from the same database e. However, for those data fields that do come from the same database and
potentially, the same record in that database, the generated code should be organized to minimize accesses to
those fields that are in the same record of a database e. Such accesses are likely to be independently and
redundantly specified in the component specifications and therefore, they will likely be generated in separated
areas of the target code. Such redundancies must be identified and removed in the application code. Similarly,
sequential dependencies e. Neither requirement is easy to accomplish with simple composition, inlining, and
simplification technologies. AOG addresses such problems by introducing a new generator control structure
that organizes transformations into phases and adds a new kind of transformation i. Because AOG does so
much program reorganization, thereby creating redundant and abstruse program structures, simplification is a
big part of many optimization steps.
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The development of database application systems will benefit from high reusability because similar design
The development of database application systems will benefit from high reusability because similar design
circumstances recur frequently in database developments. However, research in software reuse has shown that
mismatches of components with the application architecture, state and other components, destroy the
component reusability. In this paper, a generative and component based reuse framework is presented to tackle
the problem of high variability and therefore to achieve higher reusability in database application
development. A Scenario based dynamic component Adaptation and GenerAtion technology SAGA is
developed to support deep component adaptation and component generation. XML has been used as the
universal information carrier in the approach. However, reuse in database domain seems not to have received
enough attention. Until now the most of the reuse research has been done only on the reuse of general software
systems [9][10]. Approaches and tools for improving reusability in database application development are
urgently needed. Based on the existing component adaptation technologies, a component can be altered in
several ways. As the adaptee is a black-box component, the alteration is restricted to what can be done using
its public sets, such as conversion of parameters, modification of access mechanism, and extension of
functionality. And as inheritance and wrapping techniques are popularly used, adapted component can be too
complex and less reusable. Therefore, the problem of component mismatch has not been well solved by
existing component adaptation techniques, due to the lack of component information, high redundancy, and
shallow adaptation. In this paper, a generative and component based reuse framework is introduced to achieve
high reusability in data-intensive system development. SAGA is developed in the framework as the core
technique. It is often the case that provisionally qualified components still have some architectural and
behavioural inconsistency with the requirements of a specific application system. To eliminate these
inconsistencies, adequate adaptation technology must be applied to the components. For adaptation in very
depth, the new component instance may need to be created with generation technology. In this PhD project,
we propose to use a set of scenarios to record the design configuration of components reused in specific
applications. Scenarios may be adjusted, composed or associated interactively to cope with complex reuse
cases. These works can be summarised into the following three categories. A component should be
customisable during the reuse to fit itself into specific real-world requirements. Based on this perspective,
component customisation [12] is popularly used in component-based development. Because the modification
is limited on certain predefined options, it may not be possible to satisfy the additional requirements. If an
application builder decides to adapt the component, the application builder must understand the complex
behaviour and functionality of its classes, so any change in either of them will not break the structure of the
system specified by the component designer. However, in most adaptation mechanisms [1][7][8], such as
inheritance, wrapping, active interfaces, binary component adaptation, and superimposition, the adaptee is
black-box components. So without enough understanding about component, the modification is limited on
some shallow level, such as conversion of parameters, refinement of operations, modification of access
mechanism, and extension of functionality. And also, with the more layer code addition on existing code, the
redundancy of component could affect system efficiency. It is not sufficient just to be able to write
configuration code. It is also needed to deploy some design principles to organize the code in a clean way. One
such principle is to encapsulate configuration knowledge, and then based on the configuration to generate
components. In existing component generation systems [2][3][6][11], configuration is composed by fixed
options, provided by component-developers. Component-user can only modify components in limited choices,
which may not be possible to satisfy the additional requirements. In this stage both data and processing
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requirements will be decomposed and represented with data-intensive use cases, which is an extension of
UML use cases with database application features and rigorous descriptions. The selection of suitable
components happens at the architectural design stage. Based on the requirements expressed in data-intensive
use cases, the architectures of the data schema and processing software will be developed. Component
qualification will be done in parallel with architectural design, which means that the selection of components
should comply with the architecture of the database application. Pre-qualified components are selected from
the component repository constructed during component mining. Components repository involves Component
Specification CS presents in CDL, and primitive component code, which is used to compose the selected
component. During component adaptation, design configurations will be collected interactively with the
component-user. These design configurations define how the selected components can be adapted from
existing primitive components for use in a particular database application. The design configurations are
presented as scenarios, which consist of a serial of component adaptation actions to satisfy particular
adaptation requirements. Final products of architectural design are qualified CDIS and the architectural model,
which validates the requirements. The next stage is component generation and integration. The qualified
component, which may be parts of the database schema or processing transactions or both, will be generated,
based on its CDIS. The process is cyclic, i. The Generative Component-Based Reuse Framework Finally, the
generated components implementations are integrated in the system integration stage. For database
applications, the generated components may contain a data schema part and a transaction part, or both. The
prequalified component is defined in CS. CS defines the overall capability of the component. It involves
signature, constraints and non-functional properties. Based on the above observation, we have identified that
component-based development, in addition to a set of reusable components, requires a set of scenarios. A
scenario is composed of a series of adaptation actions, which are defined in adaptation types. With scenario
and generation, deep component adaptation becomes feasible. Scenarios may be required in three aspects:
Scenarios can be composed, associated and adjusted to tackle various and complex reuse cases. The role of
scenarios can be defined as the design configuration of components in specific kinds of applications. The
pre-qualified component is defined in a CS. Scenarios aim to perform the adaptation actions on CS instead of
component code. The result will be the specification of the adapted component derivative, namely CDIS. An
adaptation action is defined with the following attributes and sub-statements: A typical scenario of component
adaptation is given below. The fact that most reuse approaches and tools have been concentrated on general
software systems with little emphasis on reuse in a data intensive environment has triggered the research in
this paper. As a reuse methodology, the current framework aims to facilitate the database application
development with improved reusability. Components in our approach aim to be highly adjustable or
generateable based on the design configurations and primitive components. These components are the reusable
blocks to build a new database system. Existing expertise and idioms of database design recorded in these
components are then presented as the starting point for the design of a new database application. The
component definition language is a semi-semantic definition language. The features inherited from XML
make the components easier to understand, to exchange and to propagate over software communities. The
SAGA technology gives a great potential for coping with component incompatibilities, it meanwhile reduces
component overhead. A scenario gives component-users understandable and interactive component adaptation
information, and components generated based on the scenarios will enjoy high suitability and efficiency in
particular applications. As a PhD project, the work presented in this paper is ongoing. Our initial case studies
have shown the work is promising. Hans de Bruin, H.
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